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AN HYPOTHESIS ON THE UNIVERSALITY CF EJECTION PROP-

ERTIES OF TURBULENT GAS JETS AND ITS APPLICATION

0. V. Yakovlevskiy

Moscow
/

Transforming the Navier-Stokes equations for the
case of turbulent fluid motion by replacing the ac-
tual parameters of the moving medium by a sum of some
average value and by a pulsation component leads to an
extremely complr- ed system, the solution which is
usually attempte.:. two methods: with the aid of a
statistical ensemble or by using certain semi-empirical
relationships. The semi-empirical theory of turbu-
lence allows some results to be obtained, in partic-
ular, the solution to the problem of the propaga-
tion of a free turbulent jet of incompressible fluid
in a quiescent medium. However, this problem had
remained unsolved until recently because of the ab-
sence of the appropriate semi-empirical relationships
needed to close the system of equations which describe
the propagation of a gas jet in a moving medium. And
only after the work of G. N. Abramovich [1], who, by
developing L. Prandtl' s idea, found a semi-empirical
equation relating the intensity of the turbulent ex-
pansion of the Jet to the values of the flow velocity
at the boundaries of the mixing zone, were the prob-
lem of the propagation of a fluid Jet in a flow with
the same physical properties and the problem of gas
Jets in moving and quiescent media [2-4] solved.

A comparison between obtained solutions and the
experimental data of different authors (3] has shown
that semi-empirical theory properly reflects the
general outlines of the actual process of gas Jet
propagation. The systematic discrepancy observed
between the theoretical and experimental results when
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m0( u /u )> 0.-35 in q' i iv(-y expl- .nd by

the effect of the initial turbulence of the inter-
mixing flows, which is not accounted for in the
theory. However calculations show that the ini-
tial degree of this turbulence should be very high,
of the order of 10-15%. Since for steady-state flow
in different channels the degree of turbulence does
not usually exceed 1-5% (these same values charac-
terize the turbulence of a jet and concomitant flow),
it is clear that the abovementioned qualitative
explanation is gravely in need of experimental
grounding.

Calculation of the acquired flow rate of a gas jet
being propagated in a quiescent or moving medium
has shown that in the region where the theoretical
and experimental characteristics of the Jet coincide
the ejection properties of the jets remain the same
as for a corresponding submerged jet (with the same
initial momentum and cross-sectional area of the
exhaust nozzle) of incompressible fluid.

This fact suggests the idea of the universality of
the ejection properties of a turbulent jet under what-
ever external conditions its growth occurs. The
expressed hypothesis permits us without particular
difficulties to use the well known and extensively
tested ,theory of a submerged turbulent jet of in-
compressible fluid to find the laws for the propaga-
tion of a jet under more complicated conditions (non-
isothermic state, off-design efflux, dynamic com-
pressibility, longitudinal pressure gradients, etc.).

We note that this hypothesis is based on the
following considerationS: since the basic character-
istic of a jet is its momentum; and its chief property,
the ejection of substance from the ambient medium, it
is natural to assume that when the momentum of the jet
is kept constant, its ejection properties remain un-
changed.

Analytically, the hypothesis concerning the universality of the

ejection properties of turbulent jets is formulated in the following

way. If a given jet propagating under ordinary conditions (subscript

i) and a standard submerged isothermic free jet (subscript a) issue

from identical nozzles and have equal momenta at the initial cross

section
Mi - Ma (O.i)
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then these jets also possess the same ejection properties. In other

words, the laws for the increase in the mass of a jet due to the

substance drawn into it from the ambient medium coincide for the

given and standard jets when condition (0.1) is fulfilled:

dGi = dGa (0.2)

Here G is the gas flow rate in an arbitrary cross section of

the jet, and x is the longitudinal coordinate referred to the nozzle

edge.

It is easy to show that when condition (0.1) is observed and

when the areas of the outlet apertures are equal (besides having the

same geometric shape) the ratio of the flows of the standard and

arbitrary jet is expressed by the formula

P= (0.3)

where, by assumption, Pae is the density of the ambient medium into
/

which the jet issues.

Let us use formula (0.3) to reduce relationship (0.2) to dimen-

sionless form:

7x-; =x' -SC = (o.4)

where ro is the initial radius of an axially symmetrical jet or the

initial half-width of a plane-parallel jet.

The hypothesis proposed above may be formulated in yet another

way: the intensity of the accumulation of mass by the jet (the jet's

ejection capacity is proportional to its initial momentum dG/M = idem.

If there are two..Jets :flowing out from geometrically similar

nozzles, it is not difficult to show that the ratio of the reduced

increments (dGO = dG/Go) in these jets may be expressed by the formula

FTlD-TT-63-222/1+24 -3-



When the initial momenta and outlet aperture areas are identical

we have dGT = "VIdG, , which is analogous to relationship (o.4) ob-

tained above.

Finally, it is possible to show that the proposed hypothesis for

the case of a submerged gas jet conforms in the first approximation

to the assumption regarding the universality of the profile relative

to the transverse component of velocity: v/um = Idem.

This assumption together with the fact, established by many

researchers (cf.[3]), of the similarity of the profiles of the

longitudinal velocity component (u/u = ide) is equivalent-to a hypoth-

esis regarding the universality of the kinematic flow pattern in

gas Jets.

Let us illustrate this by the example of an axially symmetrical

Jet for which the flow increment in an arbitrary cross section of the

submerged jet dG = 2ngpc, v., rdx is represented in dimensionless form:

de" 2 u*- oaP = ..

As will be shown below [cf. formula (2.4)], the relationship

I, r ,,, I

r e ° YPI (UM" o. P')

is valid for the case under consideration, where the function 0 may

be replaced by the constant D (u.. uo, p°); coIsL. for not too high values of

p *. Then
dG | const-

r°

The approximate conformity between the stated hypothesis

(cf. formula (0.4)] and the assumption regarding the kinematic uni-

versality of the jets v/u = idem and u/u = idem also follow from
rn m

this.

Analysis of known experimental and theoretical data of various



authors shows that the accumulation of mass along the submerged jet

of incompressible fluid is satisfactorily described by the following

generalized relationships:

for the main segment of an axially symmetrical jet

G,(i = (t (0.5)

for the main segment of a plane-parallel jet

(;- c,) -- a: V X, + : (o.6)

for the initial segment of a planar jet

G'(- o) . + (0.7)

This formula may also be used for calculating the initial portion

of an axially symmetrical jet in the first approximation.-

In talking about the formulas describing the ejection of sub-

stance from the ambient medium by a turbulent jet, it should be noted

that they are noticeably dissimilar for different authors although

they are similar in structure and in their general shape satisfy

relationships (0.5)-(0.7). For example, for the main segment of an

axially symmetrical jet of incompressible fluid the coefficient a 1 ,

according to the data of several authors, varies from 0.11 to 0.20,

although the most frequently encountered values of a,, according to the

data in some papers [3-9), lie in the interval 0.13-0.16. The main

reason for suc discrepancies as well as for the lack of conformity

among the formulas for determining the attenuation of the axial velocity

of the jet lies, in our opinion, in the carelessness of the analysis

of the experimental data. Thus authors rarely present data on the

distribution of velocity and other flow parameters in the initial

cross section of the jet, i.e., initial turbulence, but relate the

axial velocity usually either to a maximum, or to an average (with

respect to rate of flow or momentum) value of the velocity in the

-5-



initial cross section besiaes nt ita'trng which -)f these methods is

being used. As will be clear from what follows, taking into account

the nonuniformity of the flow at the outlet from the nozzle (charac-

terized by the coefficients nlu, n2u, and ni) introduces important

corrections into the calculation, and it should necessarily be

carried out when analyzing experimental data or when comparing

experimental and theoretical results.

Let us present values of the coefficients In £ rmulas (0.5)-

(0.7) according to available experimental data

a, = 0. -5 , , - - 4.3, = 0.376, 1 = 0, T = 0.0362

We note that with the accu;ulation of experimental material and

after careful analysis of already known experimental data pertaining

to isothermic submerged jets under fixed conditions in the initial

cross sention. it may become necessary to alter thesc values sme-

what (in particular, the coefficients in formulas (0.5)-(0.7) may prove

to be dependent upon the initial degree of turbulence in the Jet).

Therefore to preserve the generality of future calculations we shall

for the time being use the ejection laws in the form of generalized

relationships (0.5)-(0.7).

It is not difficult to obtain the ejection law for an arbitrary

jet from formulas (0.4)-(0.7). Thus we have for the initial segment

of the jet

.= -P* + 1 (0.8)

while for the main segent of an axially symetrical jet we obtain

+ %(0.9)

In the derivation of these relationships the constants of inte-

gration were determined from the condition that the obtained



relationships coincide with the eJecticn law for an iscthermic sub-

merged jet when po = 1. Generally speaking, these integration con-

stants may be functions of the initial parameters of the jet (e.g.,p),

but here we shall consider them to be constants.

As may be noted, no quantities characterizing the kinematics of

the ambient medium enter into the right sides of Eq. (0.8) and (0.9).

This means that, in accordance with the adopted hypothesis, the rela-

tive velocity of the conconmtant flow has no effect on the value of

the acquired mass of the let. The fact 'ust noted is rather curious

and may be of interest in problems having to do with mixture and

combustion in a stream. In particular, it follows from this that

mixing of the Jet with the a-bienoo medium, evidenced by the increase

in the mass of gas drawn into the Jet, will also occur when the ve-

locities of the Jet and concomitant flow are equal. However, if the

momcntur of the concomitant fl;w is greater than that of the jet,

the flow will be determined by the characteristics of the concomitant

flow, since in this case the dominant role is played by the ejection

capacity (proportional, according to the adopted hypothesis, to the

initial momentum) of the concomitant flow, rather than of the jet.

Fig. 1. Flow pattern in mixing zone of
initial section of jet.
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The hypothesis put forth above, expressed by Eq. (0.4), is an

alternative to the equation of turbulent gas jet propagation suggested

by the author together with G. N. Abramovich in an earlier monograph

[3], and together with the equations of conservation of momentum and

excess heat content forms a closed system for calculating a gas

jet in a moving medium.

In the individual examples below we shall show what results

are obtained in the practical use of the proposed hypothesis, and

also a comparison will be made between these results and corresponding

experimental data.

1. Initial segment of a Fluid Jet in a Concomitant Flow.

Let us consider the initial segment of an isothermic turbulent jet

being propagated in a moving medium.

As shown in the literature [1], on the basis of an assumption

of the universality of dimensionless excess velocity profiles

Au° = -- = (I - ) -
U,- U: - Y2 = b

it is possible to obtain from the equations of conservation of

momentum, flow rate and transverse fluid equilibrium for the circuit

KYIy 2OM (Fig. 1) the following dependence of the relative ordinate

of the jet boundary layer on the parameter m = u2/u1:

IL = o.416 + 0.134m (1.1)

In order to sdive the problem it now remains to find the varia-

tion in the thickness of the free boundary layer b along.the length of

the jet. For this purpose G. M. Abramovich has suggested [i] a rela-

tionship derived from L. Prandtl's theory on the mechanism of

mixing in the jet. But, as noted above, this relationship gives

incorrect results when m > 0.35. Instead of this relationship we

-8-
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shall try to/make use of our hypothesis on the universality of the

ejection properties of a turbulent Jet. For this we shall compute

the amount of fluid in an arbitrary transverse cross section of the

initial section of a plane-parallel Jet
Ve

2gpu, (bo - y) -2 pudy
'.3

For this case p0  1 we obtain from this

C =I I .L (0. + 0 in,- (1.2)

Substituting into here the function G0 (x0 ) according to

formulas (0.8) when p0 = 1 and replacing the quantityoy 1 /b in

accordance with Eq. (1.1), we obtain

U.134/- 0.316n

It follows from this when y = 0.0362

/107 0.27 "X6

or b"t,
I' .

= +2.36"

3

o..

Fig. 2. Dependence of reduced thickening
coefficient for the mixing zone of an iso-
thermic Jet (pe - I) on the parameter m:
curve 1 is drawn according to Eq. (1.T;...
curve 2, according to Eq..(1.5); points
3) pertain to 0. V. Yakovlevskiyls ex-
periments [2]; points 4)to B. A. Zhestkovts
experiments [4].



In Fig. 2.function (i.4) is compared with the corresponding

experimental data obtained by the author (2] and by B. A. Zhestkov

[4], as well aswith a similar functional relationship obtained by

G. N. Abramovich [1]:

(1.5)

As follows from the comparison of the theoretical and experimental

results, Eq. (1.4), which has been constructed on the basis of the

adopted hypothesis, corresponds to the experimental points better

than Eq. (1.5) in the range 0.35 < m < 1, while when m < 0.35 both

theoretical curves agree satisfactorily with the experimental values.

2. A Turbulent Jet of Heated Gas (with Variable Thermodynamic

Properties) in a Concomitant Flow. Consider the main segment of a

turbulent jet of heated or cooled gas issuing into a quiescent or moving

medium of the same compositior as the substance of the Jet (Fig. 3).

We note that recently in connection with the development of a differ-

ent kind of system the interest in Jets of intensely heated

(1OOO0-20,000K) gas has increased considerably.

.
.1

Fig. 3. Diagram of flow over the main
segment of a Jet being propagated in a
concomitant flow.

At these temperatures phYsicochemical transformations
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(dissociation, ionization) are observed in the gas, which lead to a

significant change In Its thermodynamic properties, particularly in

the heat capacity, which must not be considered constant under these

conditions anyway, as it usually is in the calculation of non-iso-

thermic Jets [3]. Analysis of prepared data on the tiermodynamic

properties of 4 arious gases, such as air [10], shows that from 0.001

to 1000 atm.(abs.) and from 1000 to 12,0000 K (this limit may apparently

be raised to 20,O00K) the equation of state may be written in the

form
P - (i

where i is the enthalpy, and the exponent a has the value 0.83 for

air. According to preliminary calculations this exponent is of the

same order of magnitude for other gases: thus for hydrogen a = 0.92.

In the future we will use the equation of state written in the form

(2.1) when P = Po, assuming that free turbulent jets are isobaric.

Experimental data on heated air Jets [3] allows us to assume

that the relative excess velocity profiles in them, just as in iso-

thermic jets, are universal and satisfactorily described by the

following equ.tion:

Au i2~ Y 1~) (2.2)

In addition, we assume that the relative excess enthalpy profiles

are universal, since at gas temperatures no higher than 10000K they

conform, on account of the constancy of the specific heat, to the

relative excess temperature profiles of the jet, which, as we know

[3] are universal. We will consider the enthalpy profiles to be

described by the equation

Ai ' (2.3)
M
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In order to determine the kinematic and thermodynamic parameters

at an arbitrary point in the Jet of heated gas taking into account

relationships (2.2) and (2.3) it remains to find the variation of the

axial velocity and enthalpy, as well as of the thickness of the Jet as

a function of the distance to its initial cross section. For this

purpose we have available a system of three equations.

The first two equations express the laws of conservation of

momentum and excess heat content in the Jet and after simple trans-/

formations (cf., for example, Abramovich (3]) may be reduced to the

following form:
Au,,, °' [iiioA 1  + (1 - zir) .IA ,,' = 0on., -- ,. ,,

i-pp(2.4)

Air° [mo111 + ( - m.) BAu.mI fin _'o.Le"n .
F .- (2.5)

Here FI, = P Ae dF A2 PI (A- -)2k
A- Pam UF' POM, F

o 0
I I

A.dF d i,&-F
SB. AiAu

'= Po,,", a' F
o 0 (2.6)

Fn 'WO Po-

p uo  io dFo u
ni n P ore ,o F, 1 O u- ' PO

the subscript 0 pertains to the initial cross section of the Jet;

oD, to the ambient medium; and m, to the jet axis.

Let us point out that the equations written above are of a general

nature and only the assumption of the universality of the profiles of

'Au and Ai. was used in their derivation. In addition these relation-

ships are suitable for both plane-parallel and axially symmetrical

Jets; for these cases L

dF F t
" = -- ," -- 2

-,,2-



respectively.

The parameters nlu' n2u, and n i introduced above characterize

the nonunLiformity of the velocity and enthalpy (or temperature)

profile in the initial cross section of the jet; in a jet with

absolutely uniform velocity and enthalpy they have the same value,

equal to unity.

It should be emphasized that the difference in nonuniformity

parameters from unity is often neglected in calculations of turbulent

jets; as this tives results which differ significantly from

actuality. This is especially true for the calculation

of a jet in a concomitant flow, since, as is apparent from an analysis

of Eq. (2 .4), the effect of the coefficients nlu and n2u (when they

are different from unity) increases rapidly as the parameter m0

increases from its zero value.

As an illustration we shall point out that for a steady-state

turbulent velocity profile in the initial cross section of the jet

(i.e., when the thickness of the boundary layer is equal to the radius

of the outlet aperture) satisfying a power function with an exponent

of 1/7, the parameters n lu = 0.815, n2u = 0.680.

We shall use Eq. (0.9) as the third relationship to close the

system of equations, i.e., from now on we shall consider only an

axially symmtrical jet as it is the most frequently encountered in

practice. The method of calculation for a plane parallel jet is analo-

gous and based on relationships (2.4)-(2. 5 ) taking into account the

ejection law for a plane-parallel jet described by formulas (0.4) and

(0.6).

It is not difficult to show that for the assumptions regarding

the universality of the profiles of tu* and Ai* introduced above the

-13-



relative rate of gas flow in an arbitrary cross section of the jet is

determined by the equation
Go I F mac i, ,u*

= u a (2.7)

Here
P F I

G-= Spud, G° p.aIFu. A9= \ " (2.8)
0 PI Fb

By solving Eqs. (2.4), (2.5), and (2.7) together we easily

obtain the dependent variables in which we are interested Aum, Ai m

and F/Fo as functions of the relative rate of flow Go, the variation

of which as a function of the dimensionless distance x0 is described

by Eq. (0.9). We have
)n nAl (I - ??Q0 ."2.AU * : , nlA u,,, o " . - m, ) , u. * C' . .2 (, - ....o, ( 2 .9)

Ai. ° = k,&-." ( 2.1I0)

p- i "-"nu I -MO moA, +0 -,,o)AA,," (A2.11)
Po- l "u - l " n0 1 +- (( - 11))

As will be clear from what follows, the quantity ki varies slightly

along the length of the jet, and when the velocity and enthalpy pro-

files are uniform in the initial cross section (nju = n2u = n. =

this quantity has a value close to that for an isothermic submerged

jet ki = 0.753 (in the case of a plane-parallel isothermic jet

ki =0.860). Thus Eqs. (2.10) and (2.11) correspond to an almost

linear relationship between the excess axial enthalpy and excess axial

velocity of the jet.

To find the functions Aim*(x') and Aim(xc) it is required to

know the values of Ai and Bi . Since the profiles of Au* and Ai1

in transverse cross sections are known as functions of ', while the

quantity p/rom when (2.1) is used as the equation of state may be

represented in the form

-14-



- .-- (2.12)

after integration it is possible to find the coefficients Ai and B.
0

as functions of the quantities Po and Am . Butfor the fractional

values of a given abovethe integrals in Eqs. (2.6) do not yield

elementary functions when relationship (2.12) is substituted into

them, and therefore numerical calculations were made for their

determination in the range of variation of the quantity (Po - i) Aim

from 0.75 to 20.0 when 0.5 < a < 1. An empirical analysis of the

results of these calculations has shown that in said range the values

of Ai and Bi can with an accuracy sufficient for practice be computed

uBing the following formulas:

/ p06 A.257 p.'A, = [ t+0'0(o-- A.] I -0r 0 --l)A.l

.134 p." (2.13)
11 + 0.760 (p, -) i']

0.428 pa* B. 1 ). 178 p-6

S[l+-0.5w (Po )im it + 0.730(Po- i) Ai'mj.

Substitution of relationships (2.13) into Eq. (2.9) by taking

formula (2.10) into account and replacement of the quantity Go

according to formula (0.9) using the obvious equality

p = Peo (2. 14)

allows us to obtain the relationship between the excess axial

velocity and the distance f-- +', nozzle in final form

Aum " t .o+ Aua".92 v.Au,~ *8 1.41~, + Au.- =(2.15)

p," a3 (z '+ 13)

Here
1 0 [1 + .C 5 p. I k u, JI - 0 7  60 (p - ) k h a

+ o. 1) u-- Ikzj I. + 0.54) s-(p 1) kjA-, (2.16)
I.= V, . -3 -MO

The variation in the enthalpy iim along the axis of the Jet

-15-



is determined with the aid of Eq. (2.10). The coefficient ki

contained in the theoretical equations may be determined in the first

approximation using formula (2.11), into which are substituted the

quantities A,, A2 , B1 , B2 compu.ed from relationships (2.13) using

the approximation

Ai, o = 0.753

As calculations show, the values cf k i determined in this way

are extremely close to the values of k i found in the second approxi-

mation.

The axial temperature of the Jet Tm for a particular value of

Ai is dete.rmined fro. tables of ther-modyrnamic functions for them

given gas (in the case of air - the tables cited at the end of the

article [10)) as a function Tm = Tm(im , where

i, = i.o- ) Ai o + (2.18)

The thickness of the Jet - r',rc= 1' F ) in an arbitrary cross

section is found from Eq. (2.4) using the function u (x), de-

termined by Eq. (2.15).

Thus the equations obtained above permit the variation in axial

velocity and temperature and also the thickness of the jet to be

determined as functions of the dimensionless coordinate x* in terms

of the parameters of the jet and concomitant flow in the initial

cross section. The value of the velocity and enthalpy at an arbitrary

point in the jet is determined from their known values at the axis

with the aid of Eqs. (2.2) and (2.3).

In order to appraise the effect of the parameter Pa, which

characterizes the difference in the thermodynamic properties of the

jet and the ambient medium, on the propagation of the Jet, let us



consider the simplest case of the escape of a heated gas into a

quiescent medium (ma - 0). In this case from Eq. (2.15) when go - 0

we obtain the following formula for the axial velocity of the jet

after replacing the coefficients a, and 01 by their respective

numerical values:

______4'( 1 k..-)k*. ] 12.4 v.:' 'l. ), = " -4.3) ]I ,(2 .19)

where

L, O.t&3 2.20- ). )" t,- I)k,,-, (2

or approximately

k" z' 0.7.53 (2.21)

From an analysis of the law for the damping of the axial velocity

of an isothermic jet (2.19) it follows that in a jet heated relative

to the ambient medium the axial velocity drops off considerably faster
/

than in an isothermic jet, with the value of um for a given value of
m

x" being inversely proportional to the squAre root of the ratio of

the areas of the ambient medium and jet. As an illustration the

calculated functions un(--O) are presented in Fig. 4 for an isothermic

(Po = 1, or p* = 1) and an intensely heated (Po = 26, or pO = 15)

jet of air escaping into a quiescent medium.

Also presented are experimental points characterizing the axial

velocity in an intensely heated zt7 Zjt according to data obtained

by V. Ya. Bezienov and V. S. Borisov.* As is apparent from the results

in Fig. 4, theoretical formula (2.19) obtained on the basis of the

hypothesis regarding the universality of the ejection properties

*The data of this unpublished work was obligingly made available
to the author for the preparation of the present article.
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of turbulent jets agrees satisfactorily with the experimental data

right up to very high values of the parameter Po.

The damping curve for the excess axial temperature AT; in a non-

isothermic Jet is also presented in Fig. 4, and the corresponding

experimental values, which, as can be seen, are close to the theoreti-

cal, are also shown there. This fact, in our opinion, attests 1he

negligibly small effect of radiant heat transfer, which has not been

taken into account in the present calculations, on the themodynamic

properties of intensely heated turbulent jets.

The theoretical and experimental values of the thickness of a Jet

of intensely heated air are conpared in Fig. 5, and there is also

presented a curve characterizing the variation in the thickness of an

isothermic let along its length. It is apparent that the theoretical

thickness of a heated jet which conforms well to experimental data

markedly exceeds the thickness of an isotherric 'et for the same values

of x*.

Fig. 4. Variation in the axial
O" "-velocity u,* along an isothermic

1 (p0 = i) and a heated (p" = 15)
". air let; curves are calculated;

small circles pertain to ex-
periments performed by V. Ya.i /°l$" - j"j' . IBezmenov and V. S. Borisov
for p0 = 15; variation In

__ _ _ _axial temperature AT; alongS Ithe axis of a heated (pO -15)
air jet; curve is calculated;
points pertain to experiments
at p0 = 15.

'p Fig. 5. Increase in the thick-

I .i,_-: ness of an isothermic ( 1)
and a heated (pO - 15) air
jet along the x-axis; curves

,-o- za rare calculated, points per-
tain to experiments at p" - 15.
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Fi§. 6. Variation in the velocity heat
Lp = Pmum2/poU02 along the axis of heated

(p0 = 15) and isothermic (p' = i) air jets;
curves are calculated, points pertain to
experiments at p0 = 15.

The theoretical and experimental data presented in Fig. 5 permits

us to draw the conclusion that, in spite of the difference in thick-

nesses of isothermic and heated submerged Jets, the angle between

the boundary of the main section of the jet and the x-axis, apparently

does not depend on the parameter p*, and its t~ngert has a constant

value equal to 0.22.

Finally, in Fig. 6 there is shown a theoretical curve character-

izing the attenuation of the velocity head along the axis cf a heated

(p* = 15) air Jet, and experimental points obtained by V. Ya. Bezmenov

and V. S. Borisov are plotted there also. A thecretical curve for

the axial velocity head in an isothermic air jet is shown for compari-

son in the same figure. As we see, the coincidence between the

theoretical and experimental results is entirely satisfactory for the

case under consideration (P° - 15).

A comparison of data concerning the velocity head at the Jet

axis for p* - 1 and p* = 15 does not speak well for L. A. Vulia'

hypothesis [II) regarding the universality of velocity head distribu-

tion in gas Jets.

Theoretical relationship (2.19) satisfies the experimental data



well also for small values of p°. It must be noted however than when

p* 3 (i.e., when the temperature of the jet does not exceed 1000*)

the equation of state must be used in its usual forn

P T.
.', P~. 1

and the specific heat cp must be considered constant. Then in all

relationships obtained above it is necessary to set a - 1 and,

consequently, Po - p'. Calculations performed by this method for a

warmed (po - 2), submerged (ma = 0) jet are compared with the

corresponding experimental data (7) in Fig. 7. As we see, a quite

distinct coincidence between the experimental and theoretical results

is observed in this case.

A comparison of curves for the attenuation of the excess axial

velocity of a non-isothermic jet (p0 = 2.04) propagating in a con-

comitant fic- (0<mO<0.5 with e>pertmertal data [12] obtained for analogous

conditions is presented in Fig. 8, where n /nlu is taken e.tal to

0.95 for all values of no. It follows from an analysis of this figure

that the hypothesis regarding the universality of the ejection

properties of turbulent Jets is justified in the general case of the

propagation of a non-isothermic jet in a moving medium.

20 4 1. I

Fig. 7. A comparison of theoretical and
experimental data on the axial velocity of
a warmed up (p' - 2) and an isothermic
(p0  i) t in a concomitant flow
n = 0.8 t and n2 - 0.806); curves are

calculated; points pertain to experiments
conducted by Yu. V. Ivanov and Kh. N. Suy
(71 for the values: 1)p - 2, mo ;.0;
2) p I, , r, = 0; 3) 1 u 0.65.
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Fig. 8. Variation of the excess axial
velocity !Au* In a non-isothermic
(p = 2.04) Jet propagating in a con-

comitant flow (n2u/n u= 0.95); curves

are calculated, poin'ts pertaln to ex-
periments conducted by 0. Pabst [12].

3. A Jet of Inccmpressible Fluid in a Ccnccmitant Flow. In

order to more clearly isolate the role of the parameter mo in the

propagation of turbulent Jets, let us consider the special case of an

isothermic (p0 = 1) Jet issuing into a fluid flow parallel to it.

Under these conditions (p = 1) using formulas (2.2) and (2.6) we

obtain

Ao - 1, A, = 0.257, A2 - 0.134 (3.1)

and the final equation determining the law for the attenuation of the

axial velocity assumes the form

- (3.2)

The thicIc-ess of the Jet (r' = r/ro ='J/Fo) for a given value

of x* is found from equation (2.4), the values of the coefficients

entering into it are determined by equalities (3.1).

In order to illustrate the characteristics of the spreading of

an isothermic fluid jet in a concomitant flow (when nlu ngu- i)

curves of the attenuation of the excess axial velocity Au and of the

increase in the thickness of the jet r* when 0 : mo < 1. As also

-21-



follows from G. NL Abrarmovich's theory [31, the presence of concomitant

flow leads to an increase in the long range nature of the jet, but as

the parameter mo approaches unity the displacement of the axial ve-

locity attenu-ation curve becomes weaker and weaker until the curve

finally reaches its limiting position when mo = I . Moreover, the

thickness of the jet increases along its length in this case, just

as when mo $ 1, whereas according to a theory put forth in the

literature [31 the jet does not mix with the ambient medium when

MO= 1.

A comparison of the theoretical values of the axial velocity of

an isothermric Jet in a concomitant flow (0 < mo < i) with the

corresponding experimental data taken from the literature [7], is given

in Fig. 7. Moreover, we have taken into account the initial non-

uniformity of the jet, which according to Yu. V. Ivanov's supplementary

information, is in keeping with nlu = 0.888 and nu - 0.806. As we

see, the hypothesis regarding the universality of the ejection prop-

erties of turbulent jets is also correct for the spreading of an

isothermic jet in a concomitant flow the velocity of which does not ex-

ceed the initial velocity of the jet.

sI I I

Fig. 9. The effect of the parameter
mo on the attenuation of the axial
velocity of a jet of Incompressible fluid
in a concomitant flow (nlu= nu- I)

lu u
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Fig. 10. The effect of the parameter
mc on the thic.ess of a Jet of in-
ccmpressible fluid in, a concomitant
flow (nlu = na = 1).

4. A Supersonic Jet in 'ne Design an Cff-Design Efflux

Regimes. Let us stop to consider the case of a submerged supersonic

Jet (mo - 0) . The propagation of a supersonic Jet in a concomitant

flow can be analyzed in a similar way. The momentum equation may be

presented in the form [3]

(4. 1)
i -i P , C ,

Here P* and P- are the actual and design pressures in the
0

receiver; X0 is the velocity ratio; a, is the critical sound velocity;

and cp and c are the specific heats. The quantity A2 depends upon

the value of a)o 2 and the axial velocity u0 ; this functional

relationship was presented in the literature [3].

The relative flow of the gas in an arbitrary cross section of

the Jet is expressed by the formula

# A, M
F A (4.2)

Here the coefficient A, is a known [3] function of aXg and w 1 .

By combining relationships (4.1) and (4.2) we obtain:

, 1 4.3



If we substitute in6n here-, the function G ° - Gv(x@,o °) according

to formula (0.9), where

n" ,-°<:(4.4)

and introdcc t,. notation

formula (4.3) assumes the form

In the first approximation the function S(u.°, aX0
2
) when

0 :g ak0
2 < 0.7 and um " , 1 may with an accuracy acceptable for

practice be considered as a constant S(u °, ao) 1.

The theoretical curves for the attenuation of the axial velocity

£ supersonic air jets when ak= 0.311(Mo = 1.5) is presented in

Fig. 11 for several values of the off-design parameter n, while in

Fig. 12 theoretical curves are given for design efflux with supersonic

velocity when aXo 2 0.644 (Mo 3.0)

Fig. 11. Theoretical and experimental data on the velocity
variation at the axis of supersonic air Jets (Mo - 1.5) for
design and off-design efflux regimes; curves are theoretical,
points pertain to the experiments conducted by B. A. Zhestkov
et al. F3].

Fig. 12. Theoretical and experimental data on the velocity
variation at the axis of supersonic (Mo - 3.0, pO - 0.356)
air jets: curves are theoretical; points pertain to
experiments conducted by B. A. Zhestkov et al. [3).

Also presented here are the corresponding experimental points borrowed
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from the papers published by B. A. Zhestkov et. al. (cf.[3]). A

curve of the attenuation of axial velocity for an isothermic air Jet

with small initial velocity (Mo - 0, p0 = 1) is presented in Fig. 12

for the sake of comparison. As we see the supersonic Jet is of

considerably longer range, i.e., for a given value of x" its axial

velocity Umo is higher than that of a Jet with small initial velocity.

Analysis of this material indicates that the calculations made on

the basis cf the hypothesis about the universality of the ejection

properties of turbulent jets also agree satisfactorily with ;cwn

experimental data for supersonic (includirg off-desIgn) air jets

right up to a gas velocity corresponding to a Mach number MO = 3.

5. Gas Liquid Jet. In ccnclusion we shall consider the efflu.x

of a gas Jet into a medium filled with atomized liquid. The theory

of such a let, developed on the basis of the author's formula

b

dy (5.1)

was first published in Abramovich [3).

We shall try to apply our hypothesis in this case as well.

As has been shown in the aforementioned article [31, the momentum

equation leads to the following relationship between the axial

velocity and the area of a lateral cross section of the gas-liquid

Jet:

(5.2)

where N - 3.85 for an axially sTrnetrical Jet. From the equation for the

conservation of the initial amount of gas we obtain the following

relationship between the gas concentration at the axis of the jet and

the axial velocity:

= (5.)



In addition, it is not difficult to show that the flow rate of

the gas-liquid mixture in an arbitrary cross section may be expressed

by the formula

o.42g (5.J4)

- 1q ., i

Fig. 13. A comparison of the theoretical
curves for the attenuation of the axial
velocity head -IP". ,, ,.'?r "-. in an air jet
issuing into water (p 0  650), and in a
jet with constant density (p0 = 1) with
experimental data for a gas-liquid jet
[131.

If we substitute into here G* as a function of x ° according to

formula (0.9), relationships (5.2) and (5.4) form a closed system of

equations, which permits us to determine the velocity and concentra-

tion of the mixture at the axis of the jet, and also the jet's

thickness.

In some cases the dynamic properties of a gas-liquid jet, deter-

mined by its velocity head, are of interest. As has been shown in

the literature [31, the velocity head of the mixture at the axis of

the maii - of the jet, relative to the initial velocity head of

an air jet may be expressed by the following approximate relationship:

PmUm _

. ..... o.+, ° (5.5)

Substituting here um " as a function of x
0, determined by relation-

ships (5.2) and (5.4), we finally obtain for an efflux of air into

water with a high subsonic velocity (p O'650)
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(5.6)

A comparison of the theoretical curve for the attenuation of the

velocity head along the axis of the jet according to formula (5.6)

with experimental data borrowed from the literature [13) shows

(Fig. 13) acceptable agreement between the method of calculation de-

veloped here and experiment, especially if the considerable spread

of the experimental points and the approximate nature of relationship

(5.5) are taken into account. The dotted line in Fig. 13 joins

the curves for the attenuation of the velocity head in the initial

(x* -2) and main (x" > 5.5) segments of the jet and is drawn ideally.

A comparison of data on the variation in the velocity head along

the axis of a gas-liquid jet with the corresponding curve for a

submerged turbulent Jet with constant dcnsity (p* = 1), just as in

the case of jets of intensely heated air, shows L. A. Vulis'

ass miption [II] on the universality of velocity head fields (flow

of momentum) in turbulent jets to be invalid.

It must be emphasized that in the case of an isothermie jet,

propagating in a concomitant flow, the results of a calculation based

on the hypothesis regarding the universality of ejection properties

when mo < 0.35 is very close to theoretical data obtained on the basis

of G. N. Abramovich's theory [3). Moreover, both the one and the

other set of results agrees well with experimental material. However,

at the same time that G. N. Abramovich's theory, for the rvasons

pointed out above, begins to differ noticeably from the experimental

data as the value of mo approaches unity, the hypothesis regarding

the universality of the jet's ejection properties entirely agrees

with experiment even in this range of variation of the parameter no.

-" --



We add that the results of calculation according to the proposed

method when me < 0.35 agrees satisfactorily with the theory of gas

jets, 'eveloped by the author and published in monograph form [3].

This is true both for jets issuing from the nozzle at high velocity

and for gas-liquid jets. However, in the tneory just mentioned non-

isothermic gas jets are considered undcr the assumption that the

specific heat cp is constant, which is not true when the temperature

of the gas is considerable (co > 3). If the dependence of cp on

temperature is taken into account in the theoretical formnulas, as

was done in the present work, the above-noted corlzr-iIty betwecn the

calculations using the new method and using the gas jet theory [3]

in which the widening of the jet is determined from the relationship

. . .._, U - / /,<7 \ d J

will probably also be observed in the case of strongly non-isothermic

gas jets.

If we take into account the fact that the hypothesis regarding

the universality of ejection properties agrees satisfactorily with

the results of experimental investigations of jets with a

essentially variable density (plasma, gas-liquid, and supersonic

jets) then the method of calculation based on this hypothesis may

be recognized as being sufficiently reliable.

Analogous problems for plane-parallel gas jets may also be

solved by the method proposed here. In addition the method of calcu-

lation based on the hypothesis regarding the universality of the

ejection properties of turbulent gas jets will apparently also prove

applicable to the case of jets propagating in a space bounded by

solid walls (e.g., in the mixing chamber of a jet pump) in analyzing
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gas j1ets growing in a drif~ting side flow as well as In examining the

problems of turbulent combustion in a flow.

In conclusion the author takes the opportunity to thank 0. N.

Abramovich for his extremely useful advice In the completion of this

work, and also to express his gratitude to Ye. Ya. Firsova who parti-

cipated in the calculations.

Reccived July 21, '.960.
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M1XLNG TURBLLENT JETS CF DICFF-EU LENSITY

G. N. Abramovich

A number of papers [1-4] have dealt with the problem of the turbu-

lent mixing of jets of different density. However, the contradictory

results of the theoretical papers cf different authors and the signif-

icant discrepancies in a number of cases between the theory and experi-

ments force us to return again to this problem. Until recently the

following two cardinal questions in let theory had remained vague:

1) Are the same dimensionless velocity profiles retained in a

gas jet as in a jet of incompressible fluid?

2) How does one density field or another influence the shape of

the jet boundary?

The material presented in the authorts monograph [3) and in

articles by Vulis [4], Yershin [5], and Gllkman [6] show that the first

question may be answered in the affirmative, i.e., it is possible to

consider the velocity profile in different cross sections of a Jet of

essentially variable density (including a combustion torch and a two-

phase gas-liquid jet) to be expressed by the same universal law as in

the case of an incompressible fluid.



The same may be salK . .... n un.versa] Ity of the profile

of the stagnation tcmperitln'c, zswd addit~ve concentration for a jet of

moderate velocity (subsc: or low supersonic) and for a moderate

temperature difference; -'.c p'ub!tJm o7 the tempc:riture profile in a

jet of high supersonic I... . . , w , , :j ,. L- "' -n An the: ,;- crr--

tures at the boudarit2:.' (,f' i.x ix-n zt.iLc is great requi, -eo further

experimental study.

The results pe:talnin,; t" secoriU queatls ;.. Ab c.ov!: >.

less distinct.

In the authorts pap [!] uh[ t:~i iccs of the mixing-zone of

two jets of different dcritywa:; .,valuated on the asump-

tion that the degree of turbulence in a compressible gas is character-

ized by the ratio of the velocity head of the pulsation velocity to

the velocity head of the average velocity.

Subsequent experiments have shown that the evaluation of the

influence of compressibility on the thlc cness of the jet obtained in

this case is not even reliable with respect to the sign in a number

of cases (for example, according to this theory it turns out thal. as

the density increases in a submerged jet the jet's thickness increases,

while the opposite effect is observed in experiments [3]).

In 0. V. Yakovlevskiys paper [2] another methoad was suggested

for taking into account uin: iluence of the compressibility of the

medium on the thickness of the Jet, which method agrees satisfactorily

with experimenta- data when the degree of compressibility for submerged

Jets is not very great, and also Ln cases when the velocity heads in

the mixing jets are considerably different. In the authors monograph

[3] 0. V. Yakovlevskiy's method was extended for large density gradi-

ents.ea
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However this method of taking into account the compressibility

also proves not accurate enough for very high degrees of compress-

ibility (plasma jets) and altogether unsuitable for the mixing of

jets in which the velocity heads are commensurate.

It follows from theoretical considerations that the instability

of the tangential discontinuity surface, leading to turbulence, is

due to the difference in the velccity heads cn either side of this

surface, i.e., when the velocity heads are the za-,e the discontlnulty

surface is most stable and, consequontly, the nlxing zone has -nr~imum

thic1cmess in this case.

Experiments performed by L. A. Vulis [4] and I. B. Palatnik [7]

bear out these considerations by showing that regardless of the dif-

ference in the densities and velocities of the adjacent jets their

least deterioration is observed when the velocity heads are equal.

0. V. Yakovlevskiyts method of accounting for compressibility [2] is

found to be in contradiction with these results.

Proposed below is a new method for taki-ng into account the influ-

ence of the compressibility on the thickness of Vet mi-xing zones, which

does not contradict the experimental data for any of the possible

mixing regimes.

As in all the above-mentioned methods, we will consider the rate

of increase in the mixing zone along its length to be proportional to

the degree of flow turbulence

db - (i)

Furthermore, we may assume that the momentum acquired (or lost)

by the instantaneous mass of a jet in connection with turbulent pulsa-

tions is proportional to the difference in the velocity heads at a



distance equal to the mixing length

-,(2)
. ; dy(2

Here pu is the local value of the flow density of the forward

(along the x-axis) stream; 1vt 1, the average value of the lateral

pulsation velocity (along the y-axis); 1, the mean value of the mixing

length; and b, the thickness of the mixing zone at a distance x from

the beginning of mixing.

But the lateral velocity head gradient is proportional to the

difference in the velocity heads at the boundaries of the mixing zone

and inversely proportional to the zone's thickness;

4y

Hence

N -(p' -a) (3)

Subscripts 1 and 2 pertain to the two mixing jets.

It is necessary to give a definition of the characteristic values

of the flow density (pu) and velocity (u), which must be substituted

into the denominator of the right side of the last expression. We

shall assume that some velocity, which is averaged for the zone

(characteristic velocity) is defined in the following way:

while the characteristic values of the density of the flow and the

density of the medium are obtained by averaging these quantities with

respect to the thickness of the mixing zone
b b

Then if the relative values of the mixing length are universal

in different cross sections of the mixing zone (1/b) - Idem) we have



db ; - :u/ dx .. . 4,,p('

dh = b - ,dy 6 (\rud!J 'I

UU

The values of the integrals are calculated for given velocity and

density profiles [3]. The four was inserted into the denominator of

the right side so that the coefficient of proportionality (c) would

have the same value as in the authorts monograph [33 for the special

cases of the mixing of jets of incompressible fluid and for submerged

gas jets. If the density in the jets does not differ greatly (by less

than a factor of two), then it is possible to assume

6 b

pdy -P-- - pudy P .iul + fztu

Then 0

db_ c pju2- U:, P,
P._____ -;(P-in2), 2 (pU ~(Pi +  C- + - (5)

Here
rn --- O _-

U, O

In a jet of incompressible fluid (pO 1) this new expression

reduces to the expression previously [3] recommended by the author

db I -m
di +"

In the case of concomitant jets of equal velocity (m = 1) we

have from (5J
db e l-p
dx "2 1 - p"

For a submerged jet (m = 0) when the degree of compressibility

is not very great, we obtain from (5) the same expression as was

obtained in the literature [2]

db S-"_.. d C



However, when the difference in the density of the Jet and the

ambient medium is large the new expression for the thickness of the

mixing zone differs significantly from the old one [3). For a sub-

merged Jet (m = 0) it follows from (4)

b
,ib c po d l/ ( s p I u l d.(6)

whereas the previous expression had the form

b b-

b C P_ d! p u dy
_dX U1(7)

The integrals in both of these expressions have been computed for

any value of po in chapter 7 of the author's above-mentioned monograph

[3]. For example, when p0 = 10 the mixing zone according to new

expression (6) turns out to be almost twice as thick as by former

expression (7), which agrees with the experimental data.

For equal velocity heads (m2p° = 1) there is no mixing (db/dx = 0)

in accordance with (5). This can be true only when the initial turbu-

lence in the Jets is small; if such turbulence is sufficiently high,

then for values of m2p° close to unity the mixing is determined not

by the difference in the velocity heads of the Jets but by their ini-

tial turbulence. The proposed new method for accounting for the effect

of the compressibility of the medium on the thickness of the mixing

zone requires careful experimental verification and, possibly, further

refinement. However the fact that this method agrees with all avail-

able experimental data in the limiting cases of a submerged gas Jet,

of mixing of Jets of incompressible fluid, and of mixing of Jets of

different density but nearly equal velocity heads speakS well for it.

Received March 13, 1961
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